
How to make and use your own LOVE LIVING Healing Ring (HR) 

Using a # 0 Energy Ring Assembly 

The # 0 Energy Ring consists of a twisted copper wire to encourage clockwise 
rotation of the energies inside the connector made of plastic tube. You use the 

assembly to make your own Healing Ring (HR) out of ¼” copper tubing that you 
buy at your local hardware store.  
 
Now cut the pipe (using a tubing cutter) to the length wanted, then use a 
roundish screwdriver to open the ends (i.e. to undo the edge formed by the 
tubing cutter) – then insert the # 0 to these ends.  
 
When choosing what size of a HR to make consider not just the size of the person 
that you are healing, but the larger the ring, the more of the person’s aura is 
included in the healing.  
 

ID Approx. Diameter Suggested Uses  

#8 26.5 ins / 67 cm Healing with a normal sized person  

#10 33 ins / 84 cm Healing with a large sized person  

#12 39.5 ins / 101 cm Healing with a very large sized person  

#0 Valve Assembly by itself Create your own Healing Ring  

 
A coil of 25 ft. of 1/4 inch copper tubing is 300 inches long - will make 3 #10 or 
one each of #8, #10, and #12 - or vary the lengths to suit your needs.       
 
When using a ring for healing, it is suggested that the ring be held as high as is 
possible above your head or the head of the person you want to heal (or the life 
form being treated) and that you concentrate on your heart, asking for guidance 
from your Higher Self through to Source.  
 
A usual feeling is for you or your clients body to move forward when an energy that 
needs to be healed is encountered - so if you get this feeling hold the ring still (or 
move it slowly a bit up and a bit down) until the feeling goes. You can expect a 
feeling to move backwards when the energy is healed, so then resume lowering the 
ring.  
 

 



Copper is very heavy to ship that is why It is far cheaper for you to buy the Valve 

Assembly (only $15 each) and make your own Healing Rings. 

Other uses: I personally have a large HR around the foot of my living room chair 

so when I relax I am clearing my aura. 
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